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REAL WOOD CLADDING

WHY
WOOD?
Why wood?
B U I L D I N G S U S TA I N A B LY

DURABILITY

There is a multitude of reasons to choose wood as a

Worried about the lifetime of your cladding and the maintenance of natural

building material. Not only is wood renewable and

wood? Thermally modified timber is not susceptible to fungus, mold or

recyclable, but it has a smaller environmental impact

bacterial organisms, which is why exteriors made from thermally modified

than the alternatives. There are many materials

wood last significantly longer than other wood exteriors. Therefore, there is no

available for construction projects, each with their pros

need to replace a structure made with thermally modified products as often as

and cons, but none can claim to combine usefulness,

one made with regular wood. In comparison to non-modified timber, it needs a

availability, and sustainability as well as timber does.

lot less maintenance, which means more free time for you. Thermal

Also, let’s not forget that it is incredibly beautiful.

modification has a distinct exotic look. Want the durability, but don’t want to
compromise on aesthetics? We feel you!

WHAT’S HOT?
THERMORY STYLE SUGGESTIONS
Thermory Clear Pine cladding in New-Zealand by Ben Hudson architects
Photo: Sarah Rowlands

IGNITE BY THERMORY

NO.
1
No. 1

STAND OUT

CHARRED WOOD IS STILL VERY
MUCH IN THE PICTURE

Ignite by Thermory is spruce cladding that looks just
like yaki sugi ban. However, we have literally ditched the
torch to create it with a completely flame-free process.
Instead of fire, we use durable, water-based paint with
a long lifespan and thermal modification to give the
wood dimensional stability and prevent any shrinking
or expansion caused by temperature changes. That
means no cracks in the paint, no crumbling or staining
during or after installation and no need to repaint it in
the outdoors in 10 years’ time – although of course you
can if you want to retain the original look.

HORIZONTAL

A timeless look
Traditional – yes, but with cladding that has a charred
wood appearance, your home will be anything but
ordinary

VERTICAL

Shooting for the skies
An unconventional look that elongates a building and
makes it stand out from the crowd

NO.No.22
T H E R EC L A I M E D LO O K T H AT ’ S
TURNING HEADS
Although restored wood from lumber yards is
absolutely stunning, it comes with unknowns. Our
trademark thermal modification helped to create a
product that features the same attractive look while
offering even aging and superior reliability. Drift comes
in a number of realistically weathered colors, allowing
you to create the exact look you desire for your space.
With a water-based stain and brushed texture, Drift
paves the way for the silvered look of naturally aged
wood, offering beautiful transitions along the journey.
Create the aesthetic you want (without sacrificing
durability). Go on, we dare you.

DRIFT BY THERMORY

AS RUSTIC AS IT GETS

DRIFT BY THERMORY

Defy
convention
Defy convention
AS RUSTIC AS IT GETS

NO.
3
No. 3

MIX & MATCH PROFILES

GET CREATIVE

PLAYFULNESS WITH MIXING AND
M ATC H I N G
Just because natural wood has a traditional look, it
doesn’t necessarily have to be conventional and
uninspiring. Don’t be afraid to break the mold and
complement the classical appearance of wooden
sidings with a little twist – sometimes it’s good to think
outside the box and create something surprising. It’s
time to stimulate your creativity – mix and match for
eye-catching results, giving depth to your facade by
creating a beautiful play of shadows in changing light
conditions. Profiles can be installed vertically with
screws or nails, and depending on the profiles you
choose, you can select either hidden or visible fixings.
Thermory Ash cladding in Estonia by KAMP architects. Photo: Elvo Jakobson

MIX & MATCH PROFILES

Depth
and
shadows
Depth and shadows
GET CREATIVE

Thermory Pine cladding in Iran. Photo: Parsaray Koohestan co.

Thermory Pine cladding in Norway by AART architects

MAKE IT EXCITING

Horizontal cladding is the most common choice and
mostly used for the main body of an exterior whereas
vertical installation is a popular option for modern
designs that makes buildings appear much taller. Not
many dare to flirt with alternatives and go for a varied
and texturized use of cladding that will make passersby
pause to admire your eye-catching exterior. This is a
great opportunity to create something truly unique and
distinctive. Using vertical or horizontal siding alone
can make your exterior look flat and uninteresting.
Forget “normal”. Go wild!
Thermory Ash cladding in USA by DIG:A architects

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL

NO.No.44

VERTIC AL OR HORIZONTAL? BOTH!

Texturize
Texturize

Both natural thermally modified wood and painted

cladding work beautifully for even the most demanding
of patterns, there are a ton of various options to
choose from. Of course keeping in mind that whatever
you plan to create, it should blend in with the
environment and give a sense of cohesiveness. You do
not want to be the elephant in the room (unless you
are the best looking one, that is).

Thermory Ash cladding in USA by DIG:A architects

V E RT I C A L A N D H O R I Z O N TA L

VERTIC AL OR HORIZONTAL? BOTH!

NO.
5
No. 5

VIVID BY THERMORY

LET NATURE TAKE ITS COURSE

A N I N S TA N T LY W E AT H E R E D LO O K
As a natural material, the colour of wood alters over
time - and there is no exception with our enhanced
timber products, which gradually take on an attractive
gray patina as they age. However if you are not willing
to wait for the looks you crave, there are gray coatings
available that offer a naturally weathered appearance.
The age of the wood will start to show as the paint
coating fades and the wood beneath undergoes its
natural colour evolution, creating a truly unique
interplay of shades. Not only is this beautiful, but it is
also practical as it requires very little maintenance.
Silver, just like George Clooney, never gets old nor goes
out of style.

SOOTHING AND SUBTLE

Dark Silvered

BRIGHT AND OUTSPOKEN

Light Silvered

NO.No.6
6
W O O D S L AT FAC A D E S

Slatted wood can be used as exterior siding on modern
and contemporary homes. This is another idea for
those who look for dimension and texture. Slatted
wood in an exterior gives a certain lightness to larger
constructions. As cladding consists of thin wooden
strips that are installed with equal spaces between
each piece, using it to cover windows helps to create
privacy without losing light. The direction is completely
up to you, whether it be horizontal, diagonal or
vertical. If you’re looking to add a sleek finish to your
modern design then this just might be the winner.
Thermory Pine cladding in Norway by Snøhetta Architects

DYNAMIC EXTERIOR

MAKE IT AIRY

MAKE IT AIRY

Big, but not
bulky
Thermory Ash cladding in Norway by LOGG architects.
Photo: Moelven

NO.
7
No. 7

NATURAL VS PAINTED

A SPEC TACLE OF HUES

J U I C Y CO LO R CO M B I N AT I O N S

Color does much more than affecting the way you think
and feel. It gives any building a considerable character.
You can combine complementary or similar colors choose two, three or even more harmonious hues. Pick
cool and calming or warm and lively tones. Reflect your
personality onto the walls. Let your house be your
canvas! Why not try combining painted and natural
cladding - an excellent way of creating a striking pop of
contrast. Any of these choices can be used for body or
trim. Just bear in mind that if using both light and dark
hues then choose light for trim and dark for body, as
the eye is always drawn to the lightest color in a
combination first.
Drift by Thermory Spruce cladding in USA. Designer: Will Beilharz, ArtisTree. Photo: Smiling Forest

NATURAL VS PAINTED

ColorColor
combinations
combinations
A SPEC TACLE OF HUES

Drift by Thermory Spruce cladding in USA. Designer: Will Beilharz, ArtisTree. Photo: Smiling Forest

NON-UNIFORM DESIGNS

Wood is an absolute gem in the world of building
materials. It’s reliable for even the most demanding
designs. And we’ve taken it a step further by naturally
modifying the wood’s properties to create an extremely
durable and climate-resistant cladding material with
unrivaled performance and sustainability compared
with the usual alternatives such as plastic composites,
chemically treated timber and tropical hardwoods.
Irregular shapes call for reliable materials that can
offer much-needed stability. Create breathtaking
designs that leave a lasting impact.
Thermory Pine cladding in Iran. Photo: Parsaray Koohestan co

FOR INTRICATE IDEAS

NO.No.88

IMPOSSIBLE IS NOTHING. WELL,
A L M O S T…

NO.
9
No. 9

COMBINE PRODUCTS

COUPLE UP

BLENDING STYLES

Homeowners are increasingly looking for more than
durable and low-maintenance cladding. They want
their houses to look unique. One way fulfil this
expectation is by mixing and matching various cladding
products. This could mean anything from shingles
alongside smooth milled boards to wavy and densely
patterned profiles blended with calming extra wide
panels. The possibilities are endless. No mind-blowing
designs derive from safe and traditional choices. We
encourage you to experiment and have the results
sweep you off your feet.
Thermory Ash Shingles in Sweden by Contekton Arkitekter. Photo: Devis Bionaz

COUPLE UP

An interplay of
profiles

Thermory Ash Shingles in Sweden by Contekton Arkitekter. Photo: Devis Bionaz

PSSST! IT ’S A SECRET (FIXING)
Hidden screw installations are possible thanks to a
wide variety of tongue and groove profiles that enable
the fixings to be concealed. Another, work and timesaving solution is a hidden Press and Click System. No
wastage or damage from drill bits. Pre-grooved boards
offer automatic alignment and no visible screws - just a
flawless, durable result in minutes. That’s right minutes. Let the natural beauty of the timber shine
through and rid your facades of any distractions. Click!
Thermory Ash cladding in Belgium by Studio HAAN architects. Photo: Carpentier Hardwood
Solutions NV

HIDDEN FIXING PROFILES

NO.No.1010

A SPOTLESS CLADDING SURFACE

HIDDEN FIXING PROFILES

Perfect
harmony
Perfect harmony
A SPOTLESS CLADDING SURFACE

Thermory Ash cladding in Belgium. Photo: Carpentier Hardwood Solutions NV

NO.
11
No. 11

THERMORY WOOD

THINK GREEN

TROPIC AL WOOD AN EXOTIC LOOK ,
D O N E S U S TA I N A B LY
No rainforests were harmed in the making of our
products. The lungs of this earth have to function to
ensure a healthy future for us and generations to
follow. However, if you’re enamoured by the hypnotic
dark and exotic look of tropical timber, you do have
more eco-friendly options to choose from. The most
common of these are thermally modified ash and pine.
Ash from Thermory has a rich chocolate hue while our
pine products offer a golden, honey shade. It’s
important to remember that exposure to sunlight and
rain have an effect on the color of thermally modified
wood over time: just like unmodified wood, it will turn
silver-gray without regular protective maintenance.
Thermory Ash cladding in Canada by Tampold architects

GOLDEN HONEY

Thermory Pine
A knotted, extra rustic look

EXOTIC DARK BROWN

Thermory Ash
A clear face with a rich color

W W W.T H E R M O R Y. CO M

LEAVE A LASTING IMPACT

THINK
FORWARD… With us!

For more than 20 years, we’ve worked closely with architects, designers, real estate developers and specialized distributors across the world. Through this network
of like-minded partners, who we call the Thermory Tribe, we’ve implemented thousands of beautiful projects across 50+ countries on every continent.
If you share our passion for wood, drive for innovation and commitment to sustainability, get in touch to find out how Thermory can help you achieve your goals.

